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Lesson 9: Applying Trigonomefric Ratim

Practice 5.9.1: Galculating Sine, Cosine, and Tangont

Draw a sketch ofthe triangle relationship for all problems that do not have a diagram. Unless
otherwise state4 round allside tengths to the nearestthousandth andround angle nreasures to the
nearestdgs*.

1. In A?RY , lY isa right angle and sin ft = l. *" are the cosine and tangent of lT? Write
5

your answers as fractions and as decimals.

11
2" In ARAF, lY isarightangleandtanR= 

-.Whatarethecosineandsine 
of A?Write

your answers as fractions and as decimals.

A ladder manufrcturer recommends that its ladders be used on level ground at an angle of72.5"
to the horizontal. At that angle, how far up the side of a building \ililI the top of a l4-foot ladder
reach?

4. At a certain time of day, an l&foot pole casts a shadow that for,rns an angle of 50" $,ith the
gound. How long is the shadow?

A right triangle has legs that each measure 6 inches. Use a trigonometric function to find the
measure ofthe triangle's acute angles to the nearest degree. Why does the solution make sense
in this situation?

3.
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Lesson 9: Ipdying Trigonometic Ratios

6. What is the value ofr?

7. One section of a ski run is 650 feet long and falls 260 feet in elevation at a constant rlop". To the
nearestdegree, whatangle does the ski run forrrwiththe horizontal?

8. Solve the right triangle below.
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Lesson g; flpplying Trigonomffiic Ratios

9. Solve theriglt fiandbxZ,where lY isa right angle,XZ= 12 inches, and,Yf = 8 inches.

10. A photographer shines a camera light at a particular painting, forming an angle of47 from the
camera's horizontal line of sight. Ifthe light is 52 feet from the wall where the painting hangs
and the camera lens is 5 feet from the flmr, how high above the floor is thepainting?

or":

,.ftI*52 feet


